The Efforts of State-Owned Enterprises in Managing Human Resources Amid the Coronavirus Pandemic: Should They be Fired?
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Abstract—Managing human resources among the coronavirus pandemic is a very important aspect. Human resource management must be carried out optimally so that needs related to individual, company, organizational or institutional goals can be achieved so that it is hoped that the shortcomings and problems faced by the Indonesian people, which are related to the State’s efforts in managing human resources between the coronavirus pandemic can be resolved. This paper aims to describe and analyze whether the termination of employment is the best decision. In addition, the State also makes spending savings (K/L and TKD expenditures) which are not prioritized according to changes in conditions in 2020, as well as the latest government effort is to prepare a perpu to be issued by the government with three main things, first, policies and extraordinary steps, (extraordinary) in saving the national economy and financial system stability, second, through various relaxation related to the implementation of the 2020 State Budget, and third, strengthening the authority of various institutions in the financial sector. The Perpu also anticipates the possibility of a deficit which is estimated to reach 5.07 percent. The results of rapid observations show that the visible changes have occurred due to COVID-19 are seen in various aspects of life; individual behaviour, community response, business and economic conduct, State governance, and global relations. According to the Minister of Manpower, as many as 3.05 million (as of 2 June 2020) people must be sent home affected by COVID-19 and estimates that additional unemployment could reach 5.23 million.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The continuity of a company is determined by both internal and external factors [1]. The COVID-19 pandemic currently occurring is an external factor, so it requires special handling to reduce the bad things that happen [1]. In the initial study on the Management of COVID-19 in Indonesia, it was stated that when the COVID-19 outbreak broke out, several countries were affected, including Indonesia, so the government had to take a stance in handling this pandemic systematically [2]. One of the steps taken by the government is the issuance of Government Regulation in place of Law (Perpu) Number 1 of 2020 concerning State Financial Policy and Financial System Stability for Handling the COVID-19 pandemic and/or to face threats that endanger the national economy and/or stability. finance, March 31, 2020 [2]. This Perpu serves as a legal basis for budget adjustments under current extraordinary conditions, as well as a justification for an increase in the 2020 State Budget expenditure and financing, with a total additional expenditure and financing for the 2020 State Budget of Rp. 405.1 trillion [2].

According to Solanki, the role of management between HR and HR functions in making negative strategic decisions is at a higher level of dynamism [3]. Once the moderating effect of the dynamic environment is taken into account, there is a positive relationship between the excessive role of human resources and conflict with the involvement of human resources in strategic decision making [3].

According to Malik & Purwanto, the impact of the rapid and widespread spread of COVID-19 was felt in the business ecosystem in Indonesia [4]. State-Owned Enterprises (SOE) are business entities entrusted with managing state businesses that contain the interests of many people, contributing to national economic growth and a source of state revenue [4]. On the other hand, long before COVID-19 occurred, many SOE continued to record losses and needed an injection of funds from the State [4].

The problem is how SOE efforts to manage human resources in it involving employees among the COVID-19 pandemic. Does it have an impact on employee dismissal, considering that these two SOE sectors with different trends are most affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, namely the transportation sector and the pharmaceutical sector [2]? This is the urgency in this writing, SOE sector services decline due to government regulations, including social restrictions, travel tires, lockowns and work from home [2]. This has caused the transportation sector SOE to maintain its performance even with decreased and limited income, but on the other hand, the pharmaceutical SOE sector has experienced a significant increase with the addition of COVID-19 cases continuously...
This creates confusion for pharmaceutical SOEs because so far 90% of the pharmaceutical industries in Indonesia are still imported (PT Bio Farma Persero) 2018. With the decline in the productivity of various manufacturers of raw materials for drugs and drugs, the pharmaceutical sector is threatened by experiencing constraints in the production chain [2].

The purpose of this study is to provide an understanding that with SOE efforts to manage Human Resources in the era of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is crucial to be addressed because after all employees have the right to continue working even during a pandemic like this. The research is expected to be useful as a national scientific reference with the learning experience method as a recommendation in managing Human Resources during the COVID-19 pandemic. The data obtained can clarify problem-solving or provide unknown information so that it can be known. And then it can solve the problem if the data obtained in this study is useful to minimize or even eliminate problems.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Implementation of HR Regulations in the Era of the COVID-19 Pandemic

The Ministry of Administrative Reform and Bureaucratic Reform on March 16, 2020, instructed to stay at home or work from home during the COVID-19 outbreak (Ministry of Administrative and Bureaucratic Reform, 2020). All employees are encouraged to work from home unless they have to be in a public place for emergencies [5]. Among the 273 million Indonesians who have been instructed to stay at home, the impact could have a major impact on the Indonesian economy beyond the spread of COVID-19 itself [5]. As a developing country, Indonesia has 760 thousand entrepreneurs who must continue to work outside the home, although some are still able to condition themselves to work from home, which can reduce costs [6]. Meanwhile, this social distancing arrangement affects those who have to work outside, so that they become unemployed for various reasons [7]. Weak management crisis resulted in 1.9 million Indonesians losing their jobs during this pandemic [8]. Therefore, addressing the economic impact of COVID-19 can be done through the practice of staying at home, with incentives and rewards that must be addressed to protect economic activity [9].

The Indonesian government, recently also provided social security programs for those affected by COVID-19, including the Family Hope Program (IDR 37.4 trillion), Basic Food Social Assistance (IDR 2.2 trillion), Village Fund (IDR 21 trillion), the Labor Intensive Cash Program (Rp. 16.9 trillion), and the Pre-Employment Card Program (Rp. 360 billion). These programs are expected to reduce the burden on society related to the economic impact of COVID-19.

B. SOE Crisis Management Capabilities during COVID-19

The Impact of COVID-19, Which Threatens Not Only Human Health, But Also the Economic Condition Shows the Importance of Implementing Good Crisis Management, Where SOEs Are Active to Fulfill Government Requests Through Instructions to Serve the Community, But Still Lacking in Initiating What to Do During This Pandemic [2]. Including Responding to the Negative Impacts of COVID-19, and to Protect Employees as Important Company Assets in the future, SOEs need to be more active in taking initiatives to respond to all the impacts of a crisis, through good crisis management, especially to maintain company performance and protect employees [2]. Especially in times of crisis such as COVID-19, SOEs are expected to be better prepared to solve problems, because these efforts are important considering that the government, which usually provides support to SOEs, has various obligations whose priorities increase during a crisis [2].

III. METHODS

This study uses a descriptive exploratory approach that analyzes SOE efforts in managing human resources between the COVID-19 pandemic, will SOE employees be fired in the presence of the pandemic. By developing a literature review of research results from various published international, national and local research journals and electronic newspapers. A theory/concept approach is also carried out by referring to several sources, such as books, scientific journals, and the internet. All descriptions of existing ideas are combined in one arrangement of thought frameworks which will then be abstracted into the results of research findings and issued recommendations for SOE in managing human resources during the COVID-19 pandemic.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Results

The Indonesian government finally issued a serious policy related to the widespread transmission of the virus with a significant number of deaths [10]. Perpu No.1 / 2020 concerning State Financial Policy and Financial System Stability for Handling the COVID-19 Pandemic is the initial basis for a series of policies in various sectors [10]. The additional 2020 state budget expenditure funds amounting to IDR 405.1 trillion, based on this Perpu covers four main areas, namely: health, economic recovery, social safety nets, and industrial support [10]. Over time and seeing the development of the COVID-19 outbreak which turned out to have a very serious impact on the national economy, the government has revised APBN spending three times, the first revision (March 2020: Rp. 405.1 trillion), the second revision (May 2020: Rp. 641.17 trillion) and the third revision (June 2020: Rp. 677.2 trillion) here it is explained that SOE in the second revision is budgeted at Rp. 135.34 T to cover 12 SOEs, especially in the form of cash compensation and working capital investment. In addition, in the corporate financing sector, the budgeting contained in the third revision of Rp. 44.57 T represents a capital injection and working capital investment for SOE and labor-intensive business restructuring.
B. Discussion

1) Implementation of crisis management in the COVID-19 pandemic era: Currently, state-owned transportation and pharmaceutical SOEs are both experiencing threats. Each SOE in the two sectors must adjust to their respective ways in responding to the negative impacts of COVID-19 [2]. However, SOEs have not been fully responsive and effective in both sectors to policy management [2]. Pelni and pharmaceutical SOEs as a whole are still unable to adjust to the current situation, thus making these SOEs operate and employ their employees as usual, especially for pharmaceutical SOE holding, there are indications of covering up the state of raw material supply, with no accessible data. The public openly [2].

2) The efforts of several countries in managing human resources between the COVID-19 pandemic: Following are the efforts of several countries in managing human resources among the COVID-19 pandemic, including:

a) Taiwan: On 21 January 2020 Taiwan’s first COVID-19 case was identified, while on 28 January 2020 local transmission was detected [11]. Apart from the medical sector, the economic sector also receives subsidized assistance from the government [12]. The economic sector budget is prepared quite a large amount of NT $ 16 billion (Rp. 8.7 trillion) to provide loans for small and medium enterprises and has been approved by the Ministry of Economic Affairs [13]. Likewise, the industrial sector and state-owned enterprises that were most affected by the pandemic had been provided with NT $ 2 billion (Rp. 1.1 trillion) of funds [14]. On the other hand, to provide compensation to SOE in the aviation sector and SOE in the tourism sector, the Ministry of Transportation and Communications also budgeted NT $ 16.85 billion (Rp. 9.15 trillion) [15]. So that there is a guarantee for SOE employees to be able to work as usual.

b) Singapore: Singapore is one of the countries that have the best response in handling COVID-19. Singapore’s first COVID-19 case was detected on 23 January 2020, while the first local transmission case was reported on 4 February 2020 [16]. Singapore also has a comprehensive pandemic mitigation system, namely the Disease Outbreak Response System Condition (DORSCON). These preventive measures help the government to reduce the number of COVID-19 spread in Singapore. As of April 15, 2020, there were only 3,252 positive cases with 10 people dying [17]. So that SOE in all sectors in Singapore do not experience problems and can employ their employees well.

c) South Korea: The first time a case of COVID-19 infection appeared in South Korea was on January 20, 2020, so the South Korean Government responded very well and quickly raising the alert level from blue (level 1) to yellow (level 2) [18]. South Korea establishes three stages of providing support funds for affected SOEs and also to protect workers designated in a pandemic emergency. The first phase (KRW 4 trillion), to prevent an epidemic which includes a virus prevention program and a soft loan program for small businesses. In the second stage (KRW 16 trillion), it was disbursed more intensively to revitalize the economy. On March 18, 2020, providing an additional budget of KRW 11.7 trillion which can be used for: disease prevention, treatment, for affected SOEs, households, as well as small and medium-scale local businesses [19]. So that SOE in each sector can still operate and employ their employees.

d) United State: The United States (US) is one of the countries that is quite slow in dealing with COVID-19 cases. The government response was deemed slow at the start of the outbreak of COVID-19 in the US. The US government has budgeted US $ 8.3 billion (Rp 134 trillion) through the Coronavirus Preparedness and Response Supplemental Appropriations Act to help deal with COVID-19 cases [21]. The budget for research and development of vaccines and diagnostic technology for COVID-19 is more than US $ 3 billion (Rp. 32 trillion) allocated, around US $ 1 billion (Rp. 16.1 trillion) is allocated for the procurement of medicines, health services and other medical needs. Regarding the provision of subsidies for the general public and the SOE sector affected by COVID-19, the government has approved the procurement of a stimulus package of US $ 2 trillion (Rp. 32.2 quadrillion) through the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act) [22]. So that even though it is late, the SOE sector in America is still able to keep its employees working.

e) Indonesia: In Indonesia, strategic steps of ministries/institutions at the National Level in response to the COVID-19 pandemic, in the sector of the Ministry of State-Owned Enterprises (SOE) to determine strategic steps with BP Jamsostek to regulate plans related to providing incentives for workers affected by layoffs, where each worker will get an incentive of 1-5 million rupiahs for the next three months [2]. It is well known that the two SOE sectors in Indonesia are most affected by this different trend, namely the transportation sector SOE and the pharmaceutical sector SOE [2].

The minimization of transportation services to reduce virus transmission, even though it has an impact on economic losses [23]. As of 1 April 2020, it was recorded that 93% of the world's population, or around 7.2 billion people, live in countries with restrictions on the arrival of citizens of other countries [24,25]. As a result of the reduced demand for services offered, SOEs in the transportation industry, namely Garuda Indonesia, Kereta Api Indonesia (KAI), and Pelayaran Indonesia (Pelni) feel at a loss [2].

These steps are also supported by the company's decision to protect its employees. Garuda Indonesia Circular Letter Number JKT/DZ / SE / 70005/2020 concerning the Work from Home (WFH) Policy which applies from 17-31 March 2020 asks employees over 50 years of age and/or have congenital diseases such as lung disease, asthma, heart disease, or diabetes...
for working from home [26]. Those who do not meet these criteria take turns [2].

As if it is inversely proportional to SOE in the transportation sector, the increase in COVID-19 cases, the demand for pharmaceutical SOE products has also increased dramatically. Since February 2020, Indonesian pharmaceutical SOEs have been operating as a pharmaceutical SOE holding. As a consequence, pharmaceutical SOEs need to ensure that basic ingredients are available on time to meet all existing demands [2]. Various SOEs, such as Pegadaian, Pelabuhan Indonesia, and Hutama Karya provide free influenza vaccine services in their work environment [2]. Government agencies also provide free flu vaccines, one of which is the Ministry of SOE [2]. The government, especially the Ministry of SOE, has also transformed hotels under its management to become emergency hospitals for handling COVID-19. The increasing demand for pharmaceutical products during the COVID-19 pandemic does not directly make pharmaceutical SOEs demand for pharmaceutical products during the COVID-19 pandemic not directly make pharmaceutical SOEs

V. CONCLUSION

Four of the five countries that have been described, namely Taiwan, Singapore, South Korea and Indonesia can be categorized as countries that are quite responsive in managing human resources during the COVID-19 pandemic. Meanwhile, one country, namely the US, can be categorized as less responsive in managing the COVID-19 pandemic. The real changes that have occurred due to COVID-19 can be seen in various aspects of life: individual behaviour, community response, business and economic behaviour, state governance, and global relations. So that some affected SOE sectors have to repatriate their employees, but there are still many SOE sectors that can keep their employees working, with time management.
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